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• Engineering Probability (IE 3301) is a
required class for all engineering students.

• It covers the basics of descriptive statistics,
distributions, inferential statistics including
Hypothesis testing, and Simple Linear
Regression.

• This class has a project where students pick
their own datasets (one Normal, one
Exponential) with at least 100 observations
perform various analytics on them.

• I modified the project by providing
sustainable datasets and used the EOP
framework to get the students to relate their
work with sustainability.

• Provided the students with a list of sustainability datasets to choose from
for their four-part class group project

• Have them Identify the basic concepts of Sustainability and Describe the
EOP framework via a Team Quiz

• Have them Integrate Sustainability and the EOP framework into their
project presentations

• Have them Hypothesize about the sustainability implications of their work
The Project:

• Pick datasets with over 100 observations
• Calculate Descriptive Statistics and Produce a Graph
• Evaluate a Goodness of Fit Test
• Construct a Hypothesis Test
• Construct a Linear Regression Model

• After going over the EOP framework, the SDG goals, and the Engineering Grand Challenges the students
were encouraged to see how they related to the datasets they investigated in their projects.

• Below are some snapshots from their presentations and reports detailing how they thought sustainability
related to their projects and its implications.

Plans for Post Pilot Expansion
At UTA we are having a big push towards sustainability. 
• We are updating our sustainable plan for the school
• Just created a new degree called Resource and Energy Engineering
• Have Faculty Advisory Network for Sustainability (FANS)
• And have tried to implement projects like this before
This pilot project can serve as proof of concept on how to integrate sustainability 
into existing courses even ones as mathy as statistics without changing the 
curriculum and still having students get a lot out of it

Potential Barriers/Obstacles/Challenges to Implementation
• While there is a big sustainability push it is still on an instructor-by-instructor basis
• At UTA we have the Maverick Advantage which is a list of courses and instructors 

which cover 5 different areas.
• Pushing to add sustainability to the logo and this has seen a lot of student 

interest
• Furthermore, UTA has a great service-learning program combining the service-

learning program with sustainable teaching could pay huge benefits beyond the 
classroom and into the community

• Beyond that having the FANS program have instructors share best practices and 
have a common output to evaluate the integration of sustainability

Plan For Scaling Up
Progress
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